Packaging is an interdisciplinary field. It includes the study of products, packages, materials, containers, structures, methods, machinery, sustainability, and transportation. Packaging engineers are employed in areas such as packaging engineering, development, sales, purchasing, structure design production, research, and marketing.

The **Graduate Certificate in Packaging Engineering** is designed for those who have already had an undergraduate degree and are moving up to assume managerial responsibilities in their company, which has to deal with packaging in some form.

**Choose Three Courses:**

- **ENGM 640.** Packaging Technology (Fall)
- **ENGM 643.** Healthcare Packaging (Spring)
- **ENGM 644.** Transport Packaging (Summer)
- **ENGM 645.** Principles of Packaging Development (Spring)

**Faculty:**

Yongquan Zhou, PhD, CPP  
Asit Ray, PhD  
Siripong Malasri, PhD, PE, CPLP, CPP

For more program information, course descriptions, and application materials, visit the Graduate Certificate in Packaging Engineering web page.